	
  
	
  

The diffent types of Extensions
Fusion, Strand by Strand, or Pre-Tipped Hair- This is a process done
strand by strand in small sections. Using heated adhesive sticks and glue gun
made for hair extensions, extension hair is added directly to your own hair.
Hair can be bought already cut, weft removed and pre tipped with adhesive,
a purging tool is used to warm the adhesive and apply it to your hair. Your
hair lies over the top for a natural look.
Weaving- This is a process which a corn row or track is created around the
head and close to the scalp. Extension hair is sewn on the tracks. Your own
hair lays over the tracks for a natural look.
Bonding – A bonding glue is applied onto the weft of the extension hair and
then applied at the root of your hair. This is a temporary method.
Clip ins – Clips have been sewn onto human extensions hair. You may clip
these in and out yourself. Clips can be purchased from us and sewn on a
pound of hair yourself or you may order Beautiful clip in extensions already
done.
Mini Links – This method uses no glue, no heat, no remover and also no
damage to the hair. Small circular links are used. Your own hair is pulled
through in small pieces with a tool that looks like a crochet hook then the
pre tipped hair is put inside the link and it is squeezed tight. To remove use
pinchers to open the link. Hair can be reused. Weaves can be done with links.
Make a row of links and sew extensions hair to the links. You can also use a
link in certain spots that may be lifting to hold it down or make it to your
next appointment. Links are also used to make a circle and sew down a
hairpiece or to hold down wigs. The plus is no glue and no heat and they are
very small so they lay reall flat and are hard to see.
Tape on and seamless – This is a hot new product. The wefted part of the
hair is made from a polyurethane really thin flat strip that is already pre
taped witha stick double sided tape. You just pull the backing off and apply
the hair. It lasts 1-5 days or we can add the adhesive we sell and it lasts
several months. This is a new wave of the movie stars as the hair lies flat to
the head no one knows your are wearing them if they touch your head. They
are very comfortable to wear.
...Don´t hesitate to contact us for any wishes to make your dream of your
perfect hair come true! Yes, we speak English  +49 (0)178 294 97 24

